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Students who are deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) may access language
differently than their typical hearing peers, or they may require additional supports and
accommodations. This can lead to differences in communication modes and styles that
can make communication and language development difficult, which can impact reading
and writing skills. When their specific writing concerns are addressed, writing offers
these students another outlet to express their ideas, share thoughts, and engage in
meaningful communication with others. The purpose of this study was to examine
whether Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) persuasive writing strategies
would help improve writing length and quality for DHH students. A single-case,
multiple-baseline across participants design was used to examine intervention effects
with five students in grades two through five who were deaf or hard of hearing.
Participants engaged in a 10-week writing intervention focused on persuasive essay
writing. The researcher provided each student around 25 min of instruction, two to four
days per week. Outcome measures included total words written and number of persuasive
writing elements present. Results showed some improvement over the course of the study
but did not show a functional relationship between SRSD instruction and persuasive
essay quality. Researchers were unable to draw conclusions about whether this
intervention was successful with the students who participated. Future research should

examine the potential efficacy of the intervention with students at different grade levels
with varying degrees of hearing loss and additional disabilities.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Students who are deaf or hard of hearing often take at least 3-4 years longer than
their hearing peers to develop basic reading abilities, and as recently as 20 years ago, the
average deaf adult was reading at a fourth-grade level (Goldin-Meadow & Mayberry,
2001; Harris & Beech, 1998; Hoffmeister, 1996). One potential reason for this is that
they access language differently than those who have no barriers to hearing. While this
affects students’ reading abilities, it also affects their writing, as reading and writing are
reciprocal (Graham 2020). The scope of the current study focused on elementary-aged
students who fit somewhere on the spectrum of mild to profound hearing loss. For these
groups, there is a lack of access to the phonological code of reading and writing, and
potential to miss out on conversational language early on in life. This gap continues to
widen for students who use ASL as their primary source of communication.
There are many considerations that will affect how much impact any level of
hearing loss has on a student that is DHH. Some of these factors include age of hearing
loss and age at which they receive amplification (hearing aids, cochlear implants, etc.).
Each of these factors, as well as cause of deafness, provides insight into how much time
the student has spent with their hearing loss. Hearing loss in their better ear and the type
of amplification they use speak to how closely they can experience sound in the same
way as a person with typical hearing. The students’ use of ASL or another form of sign
language is an important consideration for determining their comprehensive language
background. All these factors impact a student’s access to language from the time they
experience hearing loss (which, in some cases, is from a young age). They also influence
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the amount of conversational language – knowledge about how language is used in
conversation – that is accessible to the student.
Background knowledge from conversational language is valuable for writing, as
beginning and developing writers learn to talk their way into a text (French, 1999). This
process is sometimes referred to as “think-say,” where a student will think (aloud or in
their head) how they would express an idea using spoken language, then write what they
would say. This idea is supported by the Composing Process Model (Bereiter &
Scardamalia, 1987). This model illustrates the relationship between the Content Space
(what is meant) and the Rhetorical Space (what is said). Sufficient knowledge in both
areas is necessary to write or communicate thoughts effectively. One cannot write
something that they do not know, or something that they do not know how to say.
Students who are DHH may lack knowledge in one or both areas, due to a weak grasp on
conversational language or lack of background knowledge from insufficient exposure to
information about a topic.
DHH writers share some characteristics of English Language Learners (ELL) in
terms of language deprivation and a lack of access to language early on in life. In their
2019 literature review, Howerton-Fox and Falk identified three ways that students who
are DHH can relate to ELL: (1) for a deaf child whose native language is ASL; (2) for a
for a deaf child whose parents speak a language other than English; and (3) for a deaf
child with limited access to their parents’ spoken English. Not every deaf student is
included in these three categories, but the suggestion that limited access could cause a
student to be characterized as an ELL means that many deaf children would be
considered as such.
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Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) is an intervention that might help
students with some of these writing difficulties. SRSD was originally designed 40 years
ago to be used with individuals, small groups, or entire classes (Whitley, 2020). SRSD
for writing is a set of strategies and an instructional method that is based on cognitive
science and educational psychology. It is flexible and can be used as an intervention or
incorporated into regular writing instruction. SRSD uses multiple stages focused on
developing background knowledge and discussing, modeling, and practicing strategies
designed to help students take control of their own learning. These strategies can be
broken down into two main categories, the first of which is strategies for writing (like
mnemonics and graphic organizers).
The other category is strategies for self-regulation, which are introduced early in
the intervention and practiced throughout. These strategies have to do with teaching
students to monitor and graph their own progress, as well as using positive self-talk
statements which remind students of what to focus on while writing an essay and how to
keep a positive attitude when writing gets difficult. Self-regulation strategies are
supported by research that says using cognitive and metacognitive strategies (where
students are thinking about what they know and how they are thinking), and being
reminded to use these strategies, helps students to learn more (Glogger, Schwonke,
Holzäpfel, Nückles, & Renkl, 2012; Hübner et al., 2010).
A somewhat recent meta-analysis showed that SRSD produced larger effects than
other writing interventions considered because it included goal setting, self-assessment,
and self-regulation aspects (Graham et al., 2012). SRSD has had success with a wide
range of populations, including children with autism (Asaro-Saddler & Saddler, 2010),
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English language learners (Cuenca-Carlino et al., 2018), and children with languagelearning disabilities (Shen & Troia, 2018). The intervention’s success with English
language learners is particularly encouraging, considering that population’s similarities to
students who are DHH. In addition to new vocabulary and grammatical structures, both
of these populations might need to relearn their style of communication (McCarthy &
Garcia, 2005). While these differences may come from cultural beliefs and attitudes
specific to their culture, students who write in English need to learn how to write in a way
that English speakers know and understand.
Although researchers have explored using SRSD with ELL, students who are deaf
or hard of hearing have received minimal attention in this area. Aberth and Werfel (2019)
found that SRSD instruction improved writing and reading comprehension outcomes for
a student who used bilateral hearing aids. They used SRSD writing strategies for three
different genres: narrative, opinion, and persuasive essays. They followed lesson plans
from Harris et al. (2008) with minor adjustments like repeating supported and
collaborative writing lessons instead of moving on to independent writing because they
didn’t feel the student made sufficient progress in time. They also added homework
assignments for additional practice, which were not a part of the Harris et al. (2008)
curriculum. The researchers noted that the participant needed more cues and assistance to
write persuasive essays, and that the participant reported that persuasive essays were the
most challenging essays to write during the intervention. This was part of the reasoning
for targeting persuasive essay writing during the current study.
The purpose of the current study is to examine the effects of an SRSD
intervention package on the writing length and quality of students who have mild to
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profound hearing loss. A single-case experimental design (multiple-baseline across
participants) was used to investigate intervention effects and results were measured as
total words written and number of persuasive writing elements present in written essays.
Research Questions:
1. Is there a functional relationship between SRSD persuasive writing instruction
and improved essay quality for students who are deaf or hard of hearing?
2. Is there a functional relationship between SRSD persuasive writing instruction
and increased essay length for students who are deaf or hard of hearing?
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CHAPTER 2
Method
This study used a single-case, multiple-baseline across participants design.
Participants completed dependent measures multiple times in a baseline condition before
the intervention began. Once the first two participants exhibited a relatively stable
baseline, those students moved onto the treatment phase. Meanwhile, the other
participants remained in baseline. After four more sessions, the next participants began
treatment, and the last participant followed suit four sessions later.
The multiple baseline across participants design made it possible to isolate the
effects of the treatment and control for maturation and repeated testing. Each
participant’s baseline served as a control for comparison purposes between conditions,
but it was only through comparisons between participants and the use of staggered
baselines that experimental control could be examined.
Participants
The participants were five elementary-age students who were identified by parent
report as having mild to profound hearing loss. The study was conducted over Zoom,
allowing for recruitment of students from different states. All five participants were
recruited through a national network of teachers of students who are deaf or hard of
hearing. These teachers passed along a flier with contact information to reach the
researcher, whom the interested parents contacted. Only students in second through sixth
grade were considered for this study so all participants would receive similar instruction,
appropriate to their grade level. The researcher obtained informed consent from the
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students’ parents and obtained assent from the students themselves. An ASL interpreter
assisted in obtaining this assent from students who used ASL.
Demographic information on each student is located in Table 2.1. This
information was obtained by a parent survey (Appendix A) which the researcher sent to
parents in an email. The information reported in the table indicates where responses
differed. Information obtained from the survey but omitted from the table was consistent
across participants. All five parents reported that their children used English daily, had
experience with Zoom, and attended mainstream public schools. Each one also reported
no deafness in the child’s immediate family (parents or siblings).
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Table 2.1
Demographic Information from Parent Surveys
Name

Age

Gender

Grade

Ethnicity

ASL
Use

Lang.
Preference

Interpreter
Use

Amplification

Cause of
Deafness

Additional
Disabilities

HA

Hearing
Loss in
Better
Ear
M

Brooklyn

10

F

3

W

LTD

E

LTD

C

SPD

Bailey

11

F

5

B

LTD

E

N

CI

M-M

G

N

Connor

9

M

2

W

LTD

E

LTD

CI

U

U

ADHD/TBI

David

11

M

5

W

N

E

N

S/AD

N

G

N

Olivia

12

F

5

W

D

ASL

D

CI

P

U

N

Note. W = White; B = Black; L= Less Than Daily; D = Daily; E = English; N = No/None; ASL = American Sign Language;
HA = Hearing Aids; CI = Cochlear Implant(s); S/AD = Speaker/Amplification Device; SPD = Sensory Processing Disorder;
ADHD = Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder; TBI = Traumatic Brain Injury; M= Moderate; M-M = Mild-Moderate;
U = Unknown/Undetermined; P = Profound; C = Conductive; G = Genetics.
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Brooklyn was a 10-year-old female who used bilateral hearing aids for moderate
to severe conductive hearing loss. She identified as white and was finishing third grade in
her school in Nebraska when the intervention took place. This participant had also been
diagnosed with a sensory processing disorder. Her parent requested an interpreter for her,
who was present for each session. Brooklyn’s mother described her as a child who
enjoyed writing stories, but she struggled with writing persuasive essays
Bailey was an 11-year-old female who used a cochlear implant. Her language
preference was spoken English, and she had mild-to-moderate hearing loss. She
identified as black and was finishing the fifth grade at her school in South Carolina at the
time of the intervention. According to her mother, Bailey had received many writing
tests, but not much intervention.
Connor was a 9-year-old male who used cochlear implants for profound bilateral
deafness. He identified as white and was finishing second grade at his public school in
Colorado. Connor’s language preference was spoken English, although he used ASL
occasionally for reinforcement and clarification. Since he did not use an ASL interpreter
for school and his parent did not request one, he did not have one for this study. The
participant had also been diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and
Traumatic Brain Injury.
David was an 11-year-old male who had unilateral hearing loss and used a
RedCat speaker in school, but no amplification outside of school. He identified as
white/Caucasian and was finishing fifth grade at his school in Nebraska when the study
took place. This participant’s language preference was spoken English, and he did not use
ASL at all.
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Olivia was a 12-year-old female who used cochlear implants for profound hearing
loss in both ears. She identified as Caucasian and was finishing fifth grade at her public
charter school in South Carolina. This participant’s language preference was ASL, and
she worked with an interpreter for school and church. An interpreter was present for each
of her sessions. This participant’s schedule prevented her from completing all of the
lessons. However, her results are included and discussed.
Measures
Screening measures were administered between obtaining assent and beginning
baseline sessions. These measures are described, as well as dependent measures from
baseline and instructional sessions. The primary dependent measure was persuasive
writing elements, and total words written was also measured for each essay response.
Screening
Subtests from the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test 3rd Edition (WIAT-III)
(Wechsler, 2009) were used as screening measure. Students did not need to meet a certain
criterion score to participate. Their scores were used in combination with baseline data to
determine their writing level before the intervention began. Participants completed the
sentence combining, sentence building, and essay writing subtests. Each participants’
performance was evaluated by the researcher, who was trained in scoring each WIAT-III
subtest. Several subtests were also double scored by an independent observer.
Sentence Combining. This subtest measured sentence forming skills and
syntactic or grammatic maturity as participants combined two or three separate sentences
into one sentence with the same meaning. Responses had to meet prerequisite scoring
criteria from the WIAT-III Examiner’s Manual in order to be scored. Then, the responses
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were scored in three categories: Semantics & Grammar, Mechanics, and Extra Credit.
Raw scores were calculated and recorded, then converted to grade-normed percentile
scores. The reliability coefficient for this subtest is .91 for 2nd grade, and .9 for 3rd and 5th
grades.
Sentence Building. This subtest measured sentence forming skills and syntactic
or grammatic ability as participants were presented with a word and asked to write a
sentence which included that word. Responses had to meet prerequisite scoring criteria,
then were scored for the categories of Semantics & Grammar and Mechanics. The raw
scores were calculated, recorded, and converted to percentile scores. The reliability
coefficient for this subtest is .91 for 2nd grade, and .9 for 3rd and 5th grades.
Essay Composition. This subtest measured writing skills used in long-form
response as participants were presented with a prompt and asked to write about it for up
to 10 min. Responses were first scored for Word Count, where each word was scored as 1
point. Next, they were scored for Theme Development and Text Organization based on
WIAT-III scoring rules. These scores were combined to obtain their raw scores, which
were converted to grade-normed percentile scores. This subtest is not normed for 2nd
grade, but the reliability coefficient for grades 3 and 5 is .87.
WIAT-III Subtest Scores. Table 2.2 shows each participant’s percentile scores
for each test. Their performance on these tests speaks to their writing abilities before
beginning intervention.
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Table 2.2
WIAT-III percentile scores

Participant

Sentence Combining

Sentence Building

Essay Composition

Brooklyn

N/A

<1st

23rd

Bailey

>99th

42nd

96th

Connor

1st

3rd

N/A

David

73rd

<1st

66th

Olivia

27th

1st

1st

Brooklyn’s sentence combining subtest could not be scored because of the
circumstances under which she responded to the first two questions. The researcher
believed that each of Brooklyn’s first two responses would receive a score of 0, so she
ended the assessment in an effort to keep Brooklyn from getting frustrated. After
reviewing the assessment responses following the assessment, it seemed that Brooklyn
should have continued on in the subtest; thus, stopping early rendered her results invalid.
Her sentence building score put her below the 1st percentile, which indicates she has
trouble getting complete thoughts onto a page. Although she scored very low in theme
development and text organization, she wrote enough words that her essay composition
score put her at the 23rd percentile. This suggests that, although her thoughts lack
organization, she can generate some text based on her own ideas.
Bailey’s sentence combining score was extremely high, putting her above the 99th
percentile for her grade. Her essay composition score was similarly high, landing her at
the 96th percentile. However, her sentence building score was comparatively lower (at the
42nd percentile), suggesting that she could put together ideas in a meaningful way and fit
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those ideas into the frame of an essay, but she might struggle with sentence-level writing
in terms of grammar and using words properly within a context.
Connor’s sentence combining and sentence building scores were both low for his
grade level (at the 1st and 3rd percentile, respectively). Since the essay composition
subtest is not normed for the 2nd grade level, we could not compare him to his same-grade
peers. Based on his raw scores, however, he did not score any points for theme
development and text organization, and he also wrote only 10 words. Based on these
assessments, Connor seems to struggle putting together meaningful sentences, whether or
not he is required to generate ideas himself. Connor also does not appear to know how to
structure an essay. Based on these results, it seems that he would probably have difficulty
in many areas of writing.
David’s scores followed a similar pattern to Bailey’s, where his sentence
combining and essay composition skills were above average (at the 73rd and 66th
percentiles, respectively), and his sentence building score was significantly lower.
Scoring below the 1st percentile in sentence building might mean poor spelling and
grammar skills, or difficulty with idea generation. However, most of his essay
composition points came from the number of words that he wrote. Although he wrote a
lot of words, the content did not fit the structure of an essay, and he did not generate
many meaningful ideas.
Olivia’s sentence combining was her highest score, putting her at the 27th
percentile for her grade level. However, she scored at the 1st percentile for both sentence
building and essay composition. Her responses were short and used poor grammar and
sentence structure. Olivia’s responses read the most like ASL sentences, as she omitted or
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misused articles and prepositions (which are conveyed differently in ASL than in
English). Based on her scores and writing, we note that Olivia has trouble conveying her
thoughts using English grammar and sentence structure, and that she generates few ideas
on her own when writing.
Dependent Measures
Total Words Written. The first dependent variable examined was length of
writing, measured by total words written (TWW) (Cuenca-Carlina et al., 2017). TWW
was measured by recording the number of words reported by Microsoft Word in the
students’ writing documents. Each essay response collected was typed into Word and the
Word Count feature reported the number of words. Spelling and grammar were not
corrected when the responses were typed, and these un-corrected responses were also
used to measure persuasive writing elements. If responses were not legible, the researcher
referred to the video of the lesson where the response was read aloud and transcribed
what the participant said (exactly as they said it). Words written while planning were not
included in the measurement of TWW.
Persuasive Writing Elements. The secondary dependent variable was quality of
writing, measured by number of persuasive writing elements present (Cuenca-Carlina et
al., 2017) incorporated into a scoring sheet developed by the researcher. The elements
included for scoring are listed here and described in more detail in Appendix A. The
researcher scored for number of elements present based on the descriptions provided in
the scoring sheet.
•

Topic sentence (0-3 points),

•

reasons that they chose this stance (0-3 points),
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•

elaborations on the reasons (0-3 points)

•

a conclusion (0-3 points),

•

transitional words or phrases to begin each reason sentence (0-3 points),

•

a counterargument (0-1 points),

•

refuting the counterargument (0-1 points),

•

and separating reasons by paragraphs (0-3 points).

Setting
Intervention and testing for all students took place over Zoom in one-on-one sessions
with the researcher. Participants generally joined from their homes using a phone or
computer and were in quiet, well-lit settings such as their kitchen table or a desk. At
times, several participants joined from outside, from another setting within their homes,
or from homes of relatives. These different settings sometimes provided additional
distractions, like more noise or movement during the sessions. However, the participants
were still generally able to pay attention and successfully completed their lessons.
An ASL interpreter was also present for two participant whose parents requested;
the ASL interpreter also participated via Zoom. This presented an additional challenge
for ensuring that the participant could always see the interpreter on Zoom. At the same
time, the researcher had to adjust her pacing to work with the interpreter when giving
instructions and checking for understanding.
Materials
The researcher developed a bank of 26 persuasive essay topics which were developed
by the researcher, and all written using the same sentence structure (see Appendix A).
These were shown on a PowerPoint presentation over Zoom during the sessions and used
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for prompts during instruction and assessment. Physical copies of TREE graphic
organizers from SRSD (Harris & Graham, 2017), a self-statements sheet, and rockets
graphing sheets were mailed to participants prior to the study to ensure students had
physical copies of the materials (see Appendix B for examples). These were also
displayed on Zoom during instructional sessions. All students wrote using paper and
pencil; planning for writing was done on paper versions of the TREE graphic organizers,
and essay writing was completed on lined paper.
Procedures
General Procedures
The researcher delivered SRSD intervention during each instructional session,
assisted by an ASL interpreter in communicating with Brooklyn and Olivia. The
interpreter did not deliver any instruction independently of the researcher, and only
interpreted what was said.
Initially, each participant was originally scheduled to attend two sessions per
week for 10 weeks, for a total of 20 sessions each. However, schedule conflicts led to
each participant attending between 9 and 21 sessions over the course of two and a half
months (from April to June). Specifically, Olivia was only able to complete the baseline
phase and three instructional sessions due to unforeseen summer school and summer
camp conflicts which prevented her from attending her scheduled sessions. For this
reason, her data is not included in the results graphs and tables, as she did not receive
enough instruction to be able to compare to her baseline performance.
All sessions were held after school over Zoom, and lasted approximately 25 min.
First, each participant was placed in the baseline condition to determine their initial level
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of writing proficiency with respect to the two dependent variables. Once Brooklyn and
Bailey had demonstrated a stable baseline (about six baseline sessions) they were moved
to the intervention condition. These students were the only ones receiving intervention
for their first six to eight sessions, while the others were still in baseline.
Next, a third student was moved to the intervention condition when the first two
participants demonstrated a stability in the intervention phase by showing relatively
consistent TWW and PWE for three sessions in a row. One of the previous participants
(Brooklyn) had not improved by this point, but the other (Bailey) had increased her
TWW and PWE. Although this improvement was relatively consistent, it was not
necessarily enough to prove experimental control. However, the researcher made a
judgment call to add the next two participants (Connor and Olivia) to intervention in
order to make sure they had enough time to complete most of the intervention before the
study concluded.
Time constraints did not allow for the last student (David) to wait until Connor
and Olivia had shown even slight improvement before he was moved to the intervention
phase. However, staggering David’s entry into intervention allowed us to see some
delayed progress from Connor, whose improvement may or may not have been a result of
the intervention. The last three participants who were moved to intervention remained
there until the end of the study, while the first two participants spent their last four to five
sessions in maintenance.
Baseline
In the baseline condition, participants were not receiving SRSD instruction.
However, they were assessed during each session to determine their level of writing
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proficiency. In a typical session, students were provided with a prompt, paper, and a
pencil and given approximately 25 minutes to write their response.
SRSD Writing Instruction
The researcher administered five “lessons” as part of the SRSD persuasive writing
curriculum (e.g., Harris et al., 2008), although each lesson was broken up across two or
more sessions. The SRSD intervention is criterion-based, rather than time based, so the
number of sessions utilized for each lesson varied based on students’ needs, such as the
amount of time needed for discussion, number of examples needed for the student to
understand the concept, the amount of interaction during modeling or guided practice, or
the amount of time spent writing an essay.
Each of the lessons were based on modified SRSD persuasive writing lesson
plans, which the researcher adapted to fit in the time frame of each session and to be
delivered over Zoom. Each lesson was focused on a different stage of the SRSD model.
The focus of each of the 5 stages is outlined here (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1
Descriptions of SRSD Stages

As shown in the figure, the first lesson (which focused on the first stage) included
developing background knowledge and introducing the POW mnemonic from SRSD (P –
Pick my ideas, O – Organize my notes, W – Write and say more), as well as the TREE
mnemonic for organizing a persuasive essay (T – Topic sentence, R – Reasons, E –
Explanation/Ending, E – Ending/Examine). The meanings for the letters in the TREE
mnemonic varied slightly based on student grade and writing level. Bailey and David
used the version of TREE where the two Es stood for Explanation and Ending, while
Brooklyn, Connor, and Olivia used the version where the two Es stood for Ending and
Examine (see Appendix B for graphic organizers). Each student was able to complete this
lesson in just one instructional session.
After the introduction lesson where participants were introduced to POW and
TREE, the second lesson put an emphasis on finding the parts of TREE in example
essays. For this lesson, participants also examined their own writing, checking to see
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whether they had all the parts of TREE. They were taught to graph essays using the Essay
Rockets Graph (Appendix B) that was appropriate based on the TREE mnemonic used
for their instruction. Students completed this lesson in either one or two instructional
sessions, depending on how long it took them to understand how to find the parts of an
essay, and to be able to point out each part with minimal prompting from the researcher.
For the following lesson (from the third stage – Model It), the researcher modeled
using a TREE graphic organizer to plan and write a persuasive essay. In the same lesson,
participants brainstormed and wrote down self-statements for coming up with ideas,
writing an essay, and reviewing their work. For the next lesson, the researcher gradually
released responsibility to the participant by providing them with at least one opportunity
to write an essay collaboratively (and included more opportunities if needed). In the final
scripted lesson, the researcher taught the participant to make their own TREE graphic
organizer, then merely wrote down what the student dictated to plan and write a
persuasive essay. Each of these lessons were split into two sessions – one where the
researcher or participant planned the essay on a graphic organizer, and one where they
wrote it in an essay format.
Due to the modifications made to instruction for this intervention (as well as
interruptions to the lessons from internet connection issues), not every instructional
session began and ended exactly the same way for each participant. However, a typical
session after the first two lessons were completed had five main steps, including three
steps for instruction, one step for the data collection measure, and one wrap-up step:
1. Review POW and TREE mnemonics – The researcher prompted the participant
with a question such as, “Can you tell me what POW stands for?” The participant
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recounted each letter to the best of their ability. If they could not remember, the
researcher displayed a slide showing what each letter stood for and asked again.
The participant then said what each letter stood for. This process was repeated
with the TREE mnemonic.
2. Use POW and TREE to plan or write – On the first day of each lesson, the
researcher displayed a prompt, then either modeled using the graphic organizer or
asked the student to help by using the graphic organizer to plan a persuasive
essay. (See Appendix A for an example). During the next session (the second day
of each lesson), they used their plan to write a persuasive essay. (See Appendix A
for an example).
3. Graph the essay – On days when they wrote an essay, the researcher asked the
participant whether their essay had all the parts of TREE. She asked, “Do we have
a topic sentence?” If the topic sentence was present, she made a check mark. She
continued to ask about reasons, elaborations (for older participants) and an
ending. Once she had checked off all the parts, she displayed the Rockets
Graphing Sheet and the participant colored in one rectangle for each of the parts.
Each session always ended with the writing probe measure, which was then used as the
outcome assessment data for the single-case design.
4. Assessment – The participant chose a prompt option that they had not written
about before. The researcher displayed this prompt with the instruction: “I would
like you to write a persuasive essay. If you want, you can use an extra sheet of
paper to plan before you start writing. Write about this topic. Do you have any
questions?” After answering questions, the researcher instructed the participant to
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begin writing. When the participant said they were finished, the researcher gave
them the option to read their essay to her, or to keep it a surprise until their parent
sent it to her later.
5. Wrap-up: The researcher thanked the student for writing, then reminded them of
their next session before saying good-bye.
Each of the essays written for assessment were collected and used as data. Participants
were allowed to write for as long as they wanted, and in the case that they were not
finished with their essay by the end of the session, they were allowed to complete it on
their own. The researcher received photos of each essay response from the participants’
parents.
Participants were generally given 10-20 mins write their essay responses
(depending on how long their lessons took), and they were allowed to stop before the end
of their scheduled session if they felt they were finished. This meant that not every
participant spent the same amount of time writing. Because SRSD is an intervention
focused on self-regulation, it was important to the researcher that participants be able to
determine the amount of time that they needed to write. This could have been a potential
confound, because participants were allowed to leave as soon as they finished writing and
could have rushed through their essays. However, since they were motivated by
researcher praise and by the reinforcement tool to include more persuasive writing
elements in their essays and to write as much as they could, students did not abuse this
factor of the study and mostly wrote for the entire time or close to the entire time.
Treatment Fidelity
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The researcher was observed for 5 random baseline sessions and 10 random
intervention sessions (at least 25% of sessions for each phase). The observer was an
independent researcher who was familiar with SRSD implementation and did not know
any of the participants personally. They scored the researcher based on a checklist to
determine whether or not the treatment was implemented with fidelity (see Appendix A.
The observer’s scores showed 98.6% fidelity for baseline sessions scored and 93.2%
fidelity for instructional sessions scored.
Another aspect of fidelity was dosage. Each participant completed a different
number of lessons, and this happened for a few reasons. First, several participants
required extra examples or more modeling than others. The older students seemed to pick
up the mnemonics and parts of an essay more quickly, and they were eager to start
writing on their own. The younger students, on the other hand, needed more practice
finding parts of an essay or watching the researcher model how to write an essay before
they were ready to start working more independently. These participants took longer to
get through the lessons, because they needed more practice.
There was also a discrepancy in the amount of time participants needed to write
their essays for assessment. While some copied the prompt and were done in less than 3
mins each time, others would spend up to 20 mins writing on their own. The amount of
time they spent writing impacted how much of a lesson was completed for each session.
These are important considerations for a teacher who might want to use SRSD instruction
for persuasive essay writing, because if lessons take longer to get through, it might take
longer to realize the impacts of the intervention.
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CHAPTER 3
Results
As noted previously, one participant (Olivia) did not complete the entire
intervention due to scheduling conflicts. Of the other four, three participants’ mean scores
improved when they began to receive SRSD intervention with respect to persuasive
elements and total words written. See Table 3.1 for mean scores in baseline, intervention
and maintenance phased for each student. Examination of the results in the table shows
some improvement from baseline to intervention and maintenance phases for Bailey,
Connor, and David. However, these general improvements do should not be interpreted
statistically. To determine whether any improvements in student performance were due to
the intervention, we conducted visual analyses of the data in the following sections.
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Table 3.1
Average performance of each participant in baseline and intervention phases
TWW
Participant/Phase

PWE

M

SD

M

SD

Baseline

16.6

1.52

1

0.00

Intervention

16.73

1.19

0.92

0.29

Maintenance

16

1.73

1

0

Baseline

148.83

43.31

14.5

2.51

Intervention

188.42

28.49

18

1.18

Maintenance

195.33

39.8

17.33

2.89

Baseline

14.57

0

1

0

Intervention

26.91

9.28

1.45

0.52

Baseline

42.5

7.5

0.83

0.41

Intervention

44.33

15.95

1

0

Baseline

55.29

17.07

6.14

1.07

Intervention

108.5

39.94

11.5

1.22

Brooklyn

Bailey

Connor

Olivia

David

Impacts on Essay Quality
In general, participants did not show much improvement between baseline and
intervention phases in number of persuasive writing elements included. Baseline data
does not demonstrate control but did remain consistent for most participants. Intervention
data was also generally consistent. The graph for visual analysis of the data for
persuasive writing elements in shown in Figure 3.1.
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Brooklyn
Brooklyn’s scores for PWE in baseline (M = 1, SD = 0) remained relatively
consistent throughout the intervention phase (M = .92, SD = 0.29) and in maintenance (M
= 1, SD = 0). The reason her scores were so consistent across conditions is that she
simply copied the prompt every time. Thus, copying the prompt meant that she
consistently received one point for PWE. Visual analysis of her data shows no increase in
level or trend, and little variability in data across phases. A lack of experimental control
does not obscure the absence of general improvements.
Bailey
Bailey started instruction at the same time as Brooklyn. In the baseline phase, her
average scores were (M = 14.5, SD = 2.51) for PWE. During intervention, her scores
average scores increased while variability between scores decreased (M = 18, SD = 1.18),
and in maintenance, Bailey’s scores were more variable again with (M = 17.33, SD =
2.89). Visual analysis shows a small increase in level between her baseline and
intervention phases. Although the final three data points in baseline were rather stable,
the overall trend in this phase was an upward trend, which flattened out a little more
during intervention. Variability decreased only a little from baseline to intervention. Due
to a lack of experimental control, the graph of her PWE data shows hardly any
improvement.
Connor
Connor remained in baseline for several weeks after Brooklyn and Bailey had
moved into the intervention phase. While in baseline, he merely copied the prompts that
were presented to him, often adding “cats” and “lol” to the end of his essays. His scores
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in baseline reflected this for PWE (M = 1, SD = 0). Connor continued this pattern in his
first few days of intervention, but after the researcher modeled how to plan out an essay
during lessons, he started trying to do the same. He started adding reasons, which brought
up his PWE scores (M = 1.45, SD = 0.52). Visual analysis of Connor’s data shows of
very slight increase in level, but no increase in trend. Variability across phases is very
consistent. Despite not having experimental control, the fact that he scored slightly higher
consistently shows that something may have been changing.
Olivia
Olivia began instruction the same week as Connor, and some of their data
overlapped. In baseline, Olivia’s average scores were (M =0.83 , SD = 0.41) for PWE.
This average remained consistent as she started the instruction phase with (M = 1, SD =
0) for PWE. Visual analysis of Olivia’s data shows no increase in level or trend between
phases, and practically no change in variability. There are no general improvements
visible in her data.
David
David was the last participant to start instruction. His instruction followed the
schedules of Connor’s and Olivia’s closely. He started with an average PWE of (M =
6.14, SD = 1.07). Variance also increased during his intervention phase, and he averaged
(M = 11.5, SD = 1.22) for PWE. Visual analysis shows increases in both level and trend
from baseline to intervention phases. Variability across phases remains about the same,
but despite a lack of experimental control, David’s data seems to show general
improvement in PWE between phases.
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Figure 3.1
Graph of Persuasive Writing Elements Data
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Impacts on Total Number of Words Written
In general, there was a lot of variability for TWW within and between each phase.
Most participants’ data showed overlap between baseline and intervention phases. The
graph for visual analysis of the data for Total Written Words is shown in Figure 3.2.
Brooklyn
Brooklyn’s scores for TWW in baseline (M = 16.6, SD = 1.51) remained
relatively consistent throughout the intervention phase (M = 16.72, SD = 1.19) and in
maintenance (M = 16, SD = 1.73). The reason her scores were so consistent across
conditions is that she simply copied the prompt every time. Each prompt was written the
same way and had approximately the same number of words. Visual analysis of her data
shows no increase in level or trend, as well as nearly no variability across phases. Here
data did not show any general improvement.
Bailey
Bailey started instruction at the same time as Brooklyn. In the baseline phase, her
average scores were (M = 148.83, SD = 43.31) for TWW. During intervention, her
average scores increased while variability between scores decreased (M = 188.42, SD =
28.49) for TWW. In maintenance, Bailey’s scores were more variable again with (M =
195.33, 39.8) for TWW. Visual analysis shows a slight positive change in level, while the
change in trend seems to be flattening the trend line. Bailey’s scores across phases were
highly variable, and her data in general did not appear to show much improvement.
Connor
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Connor remained in baseline for several weeks after Brooklyn and Bailey had
moved into the intervention phase. While in baseline, he merely copied the prompts that
were presented to him, often adding “cats” and “lol” to the end of his essays. His scores
in baseline reflected this: (M = 14.57, SD = 0) for TWW. Connor continued this pattern
in his first few days of intervention, but after the researcher modeled how to plan out an
essay during lessons, he started trying to do the same. His TWW increased because he
was writing more than just the prompt (M = 26.91, 9.28). Visual analysis of his data
shows very slight increases in level and trend, but more variance in intervention than in
baseline. Despite the lack of experimental control, it looks like his data was generally
improving a little during intervention.
Olivia
Olivia began instruction the same week as Connor, and some of their data
overlapped. In baseline, Olivia’s average scores were (M = 42.5, SD = 7.5) for TWW.
Her TWW data during the intervention was more variable (M = 44.33, SD = 15.95).
Visual analysis shows no improvement in level, trend, or variability between phases. The
lack of experimental control does not seem to obscure the lack of general improvement.
David
David was the last participant to start instruction. His instruction followed the
schedules of Connor’s and Olivia’s pretty closely, although his start date was delayed. He
started with an average TWW of (M = 55.29, SD = 17.07). Variance also increased
during his intervention phase, and he averaged (M = 108.5, SD = 39.94) for TWW.
Visual analysis of David’s data shows some increase in level and a large positive change
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in trend from baseline to intervention. Although lacking experimental control, his graph
seems to show progress in terms of TWW.
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Figure 3.2
Graph of Total Words Written Data
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However, visual analysis of these graphs shows that Bailey and Connor did not do
much better in their intervention phase than they did in baseline, as evidenced by a lot of
overlapping data. Although we see higher scores for each of them in their intervention
phases, these scores are not consistently better than how they performed in baseline.
The participant who showed the most improvement between baseline and
intervention was David. His TWW and PWE scores both jump almost immediately after
he begins to receive instruction. What’s more, there is very little overlap between his data
points in each phase. While the graphs show us each individual data point and we can see
trends, mean and standard deviation data is also important. Table 3.1 shows this data for
each participant and allows us to compare averages and measure consistency across and
between phases.
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CHAPTER 4
Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine how effective SRSD instruction would be
for increasing persuasive essay responses for students who are deaf or hard of hearing (in
terms of length and quality). Results indicated that several students improved with
respect to both dependent variables after receiving the intervention. However, the data
does not prove that the improvements were caused by the intervention.
In general, visual analysis of PWE data did not show strong evidence of
improvement for any participants except David. Even this may not be valid due to the
baseline issues. However, comparing means and standard deviations across baseline and
intervention conditions seems to suggest that there could have been more changes with
participants throughout the study. These changes were not necessarily a function of the
intervention, but this also cannot be ruled out.
Visual analysis of TWW data yielded similar results. Although there were some
changes between baseline and intervention, the effects were neither great enough nor
consistent enough to call them a function of the intervention. Mean and standard
deviation data echoed this sentiment: participants may have been writing more, but we
cannot be sure that this was due to the intervention.
For the four participants who completed enough of the intervention for data
analysis, it is unclear whether hearing loss affected their experience with the intervention.
We started to see ways that Olivia interacted with the materials differently than other
participants, but we did not complete enough instruction with her to draw many
conclusions. It did appear that her deafness and her use of ASL made a difference in her
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writing skill level, and it would be really interesting to see this intervention further
examined with a child who uses mainly ASL.
One thing that worked well for other participants was monitoring and graphing
their progress. Bailey, Connor, and David all got excited when they could color in
sections of their rockets, especially on Zoom. Graphing their progress was motivating for
them, and they seemed to feel proud when they got to color in all the parts (because they
had included all the parts of an essay). They also seemed to enjoy getting to choose their
prompts, because they could pick a topic that they felt more strongly about.
Brooklyn
Although Brooklyn was one of the first two participants to be moved from
baseline to intervention, her data never showed any improvements. Three examples of
Brooklyn’s writing are included to demonstrate what she typically produced in response
to a prompt (Figure 4.1). The first sample is from Brooklyn’s first baseline session on
April 30. While in the baseline condition, Brooklyn was not receiving any instruction on
how her essay should look or what parts it should include.
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Figure 4.1
Brooklyn’s Writing Samples

When she moved into the intervention phase, the researcher would remind
Brooklyn before writing about what parts her essay should have. Despite the researcher’s
attempts to check Brooklyn’s understanding before she wrote and her reminders to use
what they were working on in their lessons, this participant only added additional content
in two instances: once when she copied all the words on her TREE graphic organizer, and
once when she attempted to write some reasons (but only one reason made sense) so she
earned two points. This response is shown in the second photograph. Nothing was
different about the instruction or the rest of Brooklyn’s responses on this day, so it was
unclear why she attempted to write more than usual. The next day, as evidenced by the
third photograph, Brooklyn once again only copied the prompt.
There are many possible reasons that instruction did not work for Brooklyn.
When guided through the process, she could sometimes come up with a thesis statement
or a reason, but did not communicate these ideas as complete thoughts, either in speech
or writing. She had trouble receiving instruction over Zoom and was often distracted by
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her surroundings or an idea that she would repeat over and over. These factors both
suggest that she could have just lacked the maturity and skill to participate in the
intervention at the same level as the other students. Her hearing loss, her age, and her
additional disability could have also played a role.
Bailey
As evidenced by her WIAT-III scores at the start of the study, Bailey was already
skilled in essay composition compared to others at her grade level. Her essays included
many of the elements from the beginning of the study, before she received any
instruction. She picked up the instruction quickly and was often able to incorporate it into
her essay responses. Three writing samples from Bailey are included to show what her
essays looked like in baseline and how they changed over time (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2
Bailey’s Writing Samples
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The first writing sample is from Bailey’s first baseline session. Although she was
not separating her reasons into individual paragraphs or using transitional phrases, she
seemed to understand how to start an introduction sentence and to give reasons for her
stance. In the sessions that followed, she began to include more elaborations and
conclusion sentences. When she transitioned to the intervention phase and began
receiving instruction, there was not much left to teach her from each of the original lesson
plans. We differentiated instruction for her by teaching her to write and refute a
counterargument. The second sample displays one of her attempts at using this new
element. The photographed essay was earned one of her highest scores from the study.
The final sample of Bailey’s writing comes from her last day of maintenance (the
final day she participated in the study). Although she was clearly writing more words and
including more persuasive elements at the end than she had in the beginning, the quality
of her writing is not tremendously different. There are a few reasons we did not see large
effects for Bailey. Her essays before intervention already exhibited a lot of writing skill,
and their quality remained high throughout the study. This might have suggested that
Bailey did not need the intervention. In addition, Bailey included most of the persuasive
writing elements that we had planned to teach from the start, so there was not much
higher that she could go on the scale. It also is very possible that the instruction was not
differentiated well enough and did not provide enough of a challenge for Bailey.
Connor
Connor was easily distracted by noises around him, but generally engaged in the
lessons as long as he was a part of the instruction (as opposed to just listening). He started
off only copying the prompts he was given but worked well with mnemonics and graphic
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organizers. Although Connor got to the point where he was using the TREE graphic
organizer to plan his essay, he was not able to use that plan to write out a full essay with
complete sentences and multiple different reasons. It seemed as though additional
instruction and practice may have helped Connor to include all of the elements using
complete sentences, although there was not enough time in the schedule for additional
sessions. Three samples of Connor’s writing are included (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3
Connor’s Writing Samples

The first sample is from Connor’s first baseline session and illustrates the level of
writing he did during each subsequent baseline session and his first few intervention
sessions. Not only did he just copy the prompt, but the way he wrote it did not include
any spacing or separation between sentences to suggest that he understood the meaning
of what he was writing. It seemed he was simply copying each individual word without
considering the intention of the prompt.
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The second sample is from Connor’s fourth instructional session, where he began
to write more than just the prompt. Although he did still copy the words and the structure
of the prompt, he added some original thoughts within. For example, he included the
words: “first,” “next,” and “last.” This attempt to use transitional words, although in a
way that did not make sense, demonstrated that he might have been picking something up
from instruction. He also included what seemed like part of a reason about children being
able to ask their mom or dad for a ride. This idea was not fully formed, but the fact that
he was trying to do more suggested he could have been learning from reading example
essays and talking about essay parts.
Connor’s final writing sample shows the quality of planning he was doing by the
end of the intervention. It came from the final week of instruction, when Connor seemed
to be understanding how to plan a persuasive essay. His reasons don’t make much sense,
and don’t really fit as a response to the question, but they are certainly on-topic. What’s
more, he made notes about what should be included in the introduction and conclusion of
the essay. It should be noted that this essay plan looks very similar to the way that the
researcher modeled planning, and the essay plans they collaborated on during instruction.
Although his data does not support a conclusion that Connor’s writing improved as a
result of the intervention, this evidence does suggest that he was beginning to understand
essay planning and was making the effort to do it, himself.
Olivia
Olivia’s data is difficult to compare to the other participants’, because she was
unable to complete more than one of the five SRSD lessons. However, she is included in
this discussion because of what set her apart from the other participants: she was the only
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one who used ASL as her primary form of communication. Although an ASL interpreter
was present for each of Olivia’s sessions and helped to facilitate communication between
the researcher and the student, using the same materials with her as we used with the
other participants came with its own set of challenges.
For one thing, Zoom was an obstacle in working with Olivia. If she was not
looking at her screen when a question was asked or an instruction was given, these would
have to be repeated. Due to the nature of video conferencing tools like Zoom, we could
not always determine whether she was looking at the screen, so we had to check with her
often to make sure she was following the instruction provided. This was made even more
difficult by frequent internet issues, which meant that sometimes her video would freeze
(or our video would freeze), and we would have to repeat the instruction or question and
spend time repairing the communication breakdown. For this reason, the flow of her
sessions was often interrupted, and parts of the lessons took longer than they did with
other participants.
Another problem had to do with the researcher reading sample essays to find the
parts of TREE, and the participant herself signing to us what she had written. These
activities took so much longer with her than they did with other students, because the
interpreter needed to see every sign in order to accurately interpret what Olivia signed.
We also relied more on Olivia to let us know when she was ready to move on, which was
sometimes made difficult due to dropped internet connections.
Finally, we found that Olivia did not have the same vocabulary knowledge as the
other participants, and there were some words that we had to explain to her in different
ways. For example, when she started in baseline, she asked what a “reason” was. The
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researcher was unprepared for Olivia’s lack of understanding of this word, which is
typically understood by students with hearing of a similar age level or younger. The
interpreter was very helpful in working with Olivia because, although he only signed
exactly what the researcher said and voiced as Olivia signed, he often found alternative
ways to explain ideas that the researcher had just assumed all the participants would
know and understand already.
Olivia’s data did not show any real change across conditions. Her writing stayed
fairly consistent throughout baseline and the few instructional sessions she was able to
attend. However, working with Olivia and scoring her data brought up some interesting
ideas about how instruction might have been differentiated for her, as well as whether or
not it made sense to score her responses using the same criteria that had been used for
other participants. Three samples of Olivia’s writing are included for context (Figure
4.4).
Figure 4.4
Olivia’s Writing Samples

Olivia’s essay responses were short and somewhat difficult to understand because
her sentences had poor grammar. The first sample was written in her first baseline
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session, and it is a good representation of the way most of her essays read. One thing
Olivia almost always did was choose a stance on the topic. She began each essay with
either “yes” or “no.” This was the reason she consistently scored 1 point. From there, it
started to look less like an essay. Olivia did not seem to have a grasp on what parts need
to be included in an essay, and her writing would read more like a story. Instead of giving
reasons, she described things that happened. However, she often included the word
“because” in her response.
The second sample was her only essay to receive a score of 0 points for PWE. She
included a sort of a topic sentence, but one that did not answer the prompt: “Should
children be able to eat whatever they want? Give 3 reasons why or why not.” Olivia
wrote about food but made no mention of her opinion on the prompt. We might infer
from what she wrote that she thinks children should be able to eat what they want,
because then they can eat tacos and tacos are good. However, while we can guess that
this is what she meant, it is not what she wrote.
Olivia’s final sample is from her third and last day of instruction. Like the other
examples, we might be able to infer her opinion on teachers giving students homework.
However, without context, what she has written does not mean much. The issue we had
most frequently with Olivia’s essay responses was that they were just not clear enough.
She included several ideas which could be interpreted as reasons, but because her
sentences don’t follow conventional grammar rules, we cannot say for sure what points
she was trying to make. Olivia had original ideas, but she also needed lots of reassurance
as she wrote. She would often write a sentence, read it to us (by signing what she had
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written), and think that she was done. When asked if she wanted to add more, sometimes
she would.
Although we only got baseline data for Olivia and got to do three instructional
settings with her, working with a student who used only ASL to communicate over Zoom
led to some important findings and considerations for students with ASL. It also brought
up questions about how instruction could have been better delivered for a deaf student
who uses mainly ASL. For example: Could the instructional materials be modified to be
more visual so that the student would not have to watch so much interpretation for the
instructions? Does the researcher need to be fluent in ASL themselves so that
communication repairs can be remedied more easily or avoided altogether? How could
the instruction have been more interactive for a student who is DHH? Should the
measures be modified in some way to better gauge her true writing ability? If so, how?
These questions and others should be examined in further research.
David
Like Brooklyn, David had some idea of how to write an essay before he began
intervention. He also enjoyed writing and liked to read what he had written aloud. His
essays were not wordy but stayed on topic and generally answered the prompt. He had no
problem generating ideas, but sometimes repeated reasons or added content that did not
really make sense. Each time he learned something new in a lesson, he seemed to include
it in his essays and improve his essay-writing. He even started writing extra reasons and
expressed being very proud of his work by the end of the intervention.
David was the only participant to show improvement in both PWE and TWW
between baseline and intervention sessions. In addition to obvious jumps in his mean
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scores across conditions, visual analysis of his data shows very little overlapping data,
suggesting that his improvement aligned with SRSD instruction. We still could not say
that his improvements were definitely a function of participation in the intervention, but
his results seem to indicate that this could have been the case. Three writing samples are
included to show David’s improvement over the course of the study (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5
David’s Writing Samples

The first sample is from David’s first baseline session. He clearly understood the
prompt and knew he had to write three reasons to support his stance. However, the format
of his work looks more like a response to a short answer test question than an essay. He
wrote enough to answer the question, but included no elaborations on his reasons, nor any
sort of introduction or conclusion.
David’s second sample was written at the beginning of the intervention day, in his
second instructional session. In the upper righthand corner, he has written out the POW
and TREE mnemonics and their meanings. His essay itself includes most of the parts he
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was seeing in example essays during the first few lessons. He wrote an introduction, three
reasons with transitional phrases, and a conclusion. At this point, his writing had begun to
take the shape of an essay, and he was clearly considering the necessary parts in
conjunction with his writing (whether he wrote out the mnemonics before or after he
wrote his essay, or at some point in the middle).
The final sample is from David’s last day of instruction. He wrote nearly twice as
many words as he had in his first essay and included almost twice as many persuasive
elements. What’s more, it makes sense and looks good. Not only does it have all the
parts, but he even included extra reasons and a counterclaim. The essay is not perfect, but
it is a huge improvement from what he wrote in the beginning. It seemed that something
about this intervention worked well for David. Maybe he had already learned about some
of the ideas presented in instruction, so he was primed to participate in this intervention.
Maybe he adapted very easily to what he learned because he was used to doing the same
in other areas of his life. Whatever the reason, it seemed like SRSD for persuasive
writing might have really helped David.
Limitations
Because this study was planned and carried out during a time when COVID-19
restrictions would not allow for in-person instruction, participants were instructed over
Zoom. This meant that the researcher did not have as much control over the environment
as they would have in a more structured setting. Participants were occasionally distracted
by noises and events taking place around them, which sometimes interrupted instruction.
It also meant that the researcher could not see what participants were writing while they
were writing it and could not always determine whether they were looking where they
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should be on the screen. For this reason, the researcher was also unable to have
participants physically write during SRSD instruction, and they had to watch the
researcher type the essays written together. This may have limited the speed with which
students understood some components of the instruction, because it might have been
more difficult to connect the ideas of planning and writing without practicing it during
these collaborative essays. Additionally, there were issues with the reliability of Zoom as
a platform for instruction.
Another limitation was the diversity of the children who participated in this study.
The variance in age, grade, and maturity level meant that not every participant’s lessons
looked the same, even if they followed the same formula. The younger students needed
more repetition and required more modeling sessions before they were able to start
working on their own, while the older students were able to move through the stages
more quickly. We also did not exclude participants based on additional disabilities, which
may have impacted Brooklyn’s and Connor’s performances. Brooklyn and Connor were
also the youngest participants and used ASL more frequently than Bailey and David. All
of these individual differences could have affected how well each participant was able to
grasp the intervention as it was presented to them.
Students’ additional disabilities further complicated the instruction and study
interpretations. Brooklyn’s sensory processing disorder made it especially difficult to
work with her over Zoom. If we had been in person, I could have placed physical copies
of materials in front of her, pointed to where I wanted her to write, and checked to see
whether she was paying attention more easily. Brooklyn’s additional disability may have
also made it more difficult for her to understand the way the writing prompts were
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presented. Although she did not score high on her WIAT-III essay composition test, she
did write much more on it than she did for the prompts we gave her during assessments.
This could have been related to the fact that there was a physical paper in front of her that
had the prompt on it. It also could have had to do with the wording of the prompts, which
might have been more abstract and difficult for her to understand.
Connor’s ADHD and TBI meant that it probably would have been better to work
with him in person, as well. I was not able to watch what he was writing as he wrote it,
but I could have done that if I were sitting next to him. That way, I could prompt him to
carry ideas over from the graphic organizer to his actual essay. I think it also would have
been helpful to meet with Connor for longer periods of time. Because we only had 25
minutes, most of the lessons were split in half, so we would plan an essay together one
day and write it out the next. If we were meeting for 45-minute sessions, we could have
done the writing immediately after the planning, so that those processes would be more
connected for him.
Although neither Brooklyn nor Connor used ASL daily or communicated through
ASL during their sessions, their exposure to it may have also impacted their performance
during the study. The structure of ASL is so different from English grammatical
structure, and these differences may have confused them. Brooklyn and Connor both had
greater degrees of hearing loss than Bailey and David, which also may have been a
confound. Hearing loss may have had a significant effect on their performances and their
understanding of the instruction, but we can’t say for sure that this is the reason they did
not show much improvement.
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A further limitation was scheduling for intervention sessions, and the timeframe
during which this intervention took place. This study began in the second half of April,
when multiple participants were nearing their summer break. While summer break freed
up time for participants’ parents to schedule sessions earlier in the day that would no
longer interfere with school, it also meant that we were competing with summer sports,
activities, and camps. It was hard to keep scheduling consistent, and most participants
were not able to attend as many sessions as we had originally hoped. For these reasons,
lessons were sometimes inconsistent because of a need to review material from previous
sessions, and several participants were not able to make it through the entire intervention
in the allotted time.
Conclusion
This study and the analysis of its results were not likely to provide conclusive
results to say whether or not SRSD instruction will work well for every student who is
deaf or hard of hearing. Participants in this study showed some improvements, but there
were too many additional factors to claim this was due to the intervention. Teachers who
want to try this intervention with DHH students should consider some of the limitations
that were discovered over the course of this study, such as mode of delivery for
instruction (i.e., on Zoom or in the classroom). The intervention could have been more
effective if it had been delivered in-person, as students would get more hands-on
experience and the instructor would have more control over the setting and delivery of
the instruction.
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Another consideration would be the writing skills a student possesses already.
Bailey improved a little over the course of the study, but she was already writing good
essays before instruction began. On the other hand, Connor also improved, but it is
possible that this intervention was a little too advanced for him, and he might have
benefitted from more sentence-level writing instruction, before an SRSD intervention on
persuasive writing. David was in a very good position to receive this intervention: he
already knew how to write an essay, but there was lots of room for improvement, and his
scores increased.
In cases where a student has multiple disabilities, this intervention may need to be
adapted to work well for them. They might need shorter or longer instructional sessions,
for example. Future research on this intervention with students who are DHH should
include students with additional disabilities to determine the types of accommodations
that might work best across a range of disabilities.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCHER-DEVELOPED MATERIALS

PARENT SURVEY QUESTIONS
PWE SCORING SHEET
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR BASELINE SESSIONS
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 1
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 2
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 3
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 4
FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 5
PERSUASIVE ESSAY TOPIC BANK
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PARENT SURVEY QUESTIONS

Participant name:

1. What is your child’s age?
2. What is your child’s gender?
3. What grade is your child in?
4. What is your child’s ethnicity?
5. How often does your child use English (speaking/reading/writing)?
6. Does your child use ASL? If so, how often?
7. What is your child’s language preference?
8. Does your child use an interpreter? If so, how often?
9. What is your child’s hearing loss level in their better ear?
10. What is the cause of your child’s deafness?
11. Is anyone else in the child’s family deaf (siblings or parents)?
12. Does your child use amplification (hearing aids or cochlear implant)? If so, how
often?
13. Do you/your child have experience with Zoom? If so, how much?
14. Does your child have any additional disabilities?
15. Would you be willing to share your child’s IEP (if they have one)?
16. What school setting does your child attend?

Adapted from Jones et al. (2019)
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PWE SCORING SHEET
•

•

•

•

•

•

Topic Sentence
o

Scored out of 3

o

Must be an independent clause (1)

o

Tells what they believe - gives thesis statement (1)

o

Previews the reasons (1)

Reasons
o

Scored out of 3, 1 for each reason that meets criteria

o

Must be an independent clause

o

Must be a new reason (not repeat another reason)

Elaborations
o

Scored out of 3

o

Must be an independent clause

o

Examples or explanations that relate to the reasons

Counterargument
o

Scored out of 1

o

Must be an independent clause

o

Makes a statement contrary to the topic sentence

Refutes the counterargument
o

Scored out of 1

o

Must be an independent clause

o

Must tell why the counterargument is not valid

Transitions
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•

•

o

1 point for each paragraph

o

Must indicate that a reason is coming up

Conclusion
o

Scored out of 3

o

Must be an independent clause (1)

o

Tells what they believe - restates thesis statement (1)

o

Reviews the reasons (1)

Paragraphs
o

1 point for each reason in its own paragraph
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR BASELINE SESSIONS

Step 1: Assessment
___ Ask student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
___ Show two prompt options, read each one out loud
___ Ask student to pick one and display it
___ Tell them to write a persuasive essay
___ Give time to write
Step 2: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Say goodbye and/or remind them of the next meeting time
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 1

Lesson 1 (Developing Background Knowledge)
___ Researcher defines opinion essay and breaks into parts
___ Researcher introduces and defines concept of an opinion
___ Researcher introduces and defines essay
Step 1: Introduce POW + TREE mnemonics
___ Show POW mnemonic and discuss what each letter means
___ Researcher asks student what POW stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
___ Researcher explains what makes an opinion essay powerful
___ Show TREE mnemonic and discuss what each letter means
___ Relate each part of TREE to parts of a real tree
___ Researcher asks student what TREE stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
Step 2: Find parts in an opinion/persuasive essay
___ Researcher reads example essay aloud (or student reads on their own)
___ Student finds topic sentence - with researcher help, as needed - researcher labels
___ Student finds transition words (younger lesson only) - with researcher help, as
needed - researcher labels
___ Student finds each reason – with researcher help, as needed - researcher labels
___ Student finds explanations (older lesson only) - with researcher help, as needed researcher labels
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___ Student finds ending – with researcher help, as needed - researcher labels
Step 3: Introduce the graphic organizer
___ Researcher adds topic sentence/notes for topic to organizer
___ Researcher adds notes for each reason with numbers to organizer
___ Researcher adds notes for explanations (older lesson only) for each reason
to organizer
___ Researcher adds notes for ending to organizer
Step 4: Examine
___ Researcher asks the student if all the parts of TREE are present
___ Check yes or no (younger lesson only)
Step 5: Practice TREE
___ Show mnemonic again
___ Test to see if student remembers each part
___ Researcher fills in gaps
Step 6: Find parts in a second essay
___ Student finds topic sentence, researcher writes notes on organizer
___ Student finds reasons, researcher writes notes on organizer
___ Student finds explanations, researcher writes notes on organizer (older lesson only)
___ Student finds ending, researcher writes notes on organizer
Step 7: Assessment
___ Researcher asks student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
___ Researcher shows two prompt options and reads each one out loud
___ Student chooses which one they want to write about and it is displayed
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___ Researcher asks student to write a persuasive essay
___ Student is given as much time as they need to write
Step 8: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Remind them of the next meeting time
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 2

Lesson 2 (Graphing Performance and Setting Goals)
___ Researcher defines opinion essay (with student help, when appropriate)
Step 1: Review POW + TREE mnemonics
___ Researcher shows POW mnemonic and asks student what POW stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
___ Researcher shows TREE mnemonic and asks student what TREE stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
Step 2: Find parts in an opinion/persuasive essay *
___ Researcher reads example essay aloud (or student reads on their own) and shows
graphic organizer
___ Student finds topic sentence - with researcher help, as needed
___ Student finds each reason – with researcher help, as needed
___ Student finds explanations (older lesson only) - with researcher help, as needed
___ Student finds ending – with researcher help, as needed
* May be repeated
Step 3: Look at current writing
___ Researcher displays a student’s previous essay response
___ Researcher leads student in checking the essay for each part of TREE
___ Researcher asks the student if all the parts of TREE are present
___ Researcher lists examples of how the essay could be improved
Step 4: Graphing and setting goals
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___ Researcher presents the rockets graphs and asks the student how many points their
essay should receive (for each part of TREE used)
___ Researcher fills in parts of graph on Zoom, student may fill them in on their own
paper copy
Step 5: Assessment
___ Researcher asks student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
___ Researcher shows two prompt options and reads each one out loud
___ Student chooses which one they want to write about and it is displayed
___ Researcher asks student to write a persuasive essay
___ Student is given as much time as they need to write
Step 6: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Remind them of the next meeting time
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 3

Lesson 3 (Model Writing an Essay)
Step 1: Review POW + TREE mnemonics
___ Researcher shows POW mnemonic and asks student what POW stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
___ Researcher shows TREE mnemonic and asks student what TREE stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
Step 2: Model using POW
___ Researcher reminds student that the first step in using POW is to pick an idea
___ Researcher introduces the prompt and models using self-talk to think about the
prompt
___ Researcher reminds student that after picking an idea, the next step is to
organize their notes
___ Researcher introduces appropriate graphic organizer for student’s writing level
(younger or older)
___ Researcher uses graphic organizer to model writing an essay while using the thinkaloud strategy to tell the student what she is thinking as she writes
___ Researcher uses the filled-out graphic organizer to model writing a complete
essay, continuing to use think-alouds
Step 3: Graph modeled essay
___ Researcher presents the rockets graphs and asks the student how many points their
essay should receive (for each part of TREE used)
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___ Researcher or student fills in parts of graph on Zoom, student may fill them in on
their own paper copy
Step 4: Self-statements
___ Researcher asks student if they remember things she said to herself before, during,
and after writing
___ Researcher asks students for ideas of what they could say to themselves while
writing
___ Researcher provides examples and prompts as needed while student fills out their
self-statements sheet
Step 5: Assessment
___ Researcher asks student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
___ Researcher shows two prompt options and reads each one out loud
___ Student chooses which one they want to write about and it is displayed
___ Researcher asks student to write a persuasive essay
___ Student is given as much time as they need to write
Step 6: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Remind them of the next meeting time
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 4

Lesson 4 (Writing an Essay Collaboratively)
Step 1: Review POW + TREE mnemonics
___ Researcher shows POW mnemonic and asks student what POW stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
___ Researcher shows TREE mnemonic and asks student what TREE stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
Step 2: Student uses POW + TREE to write
___ Researcher introduces the prompt and asks student to lead writing the essay
___ Researcher displays appropriate TREE graphic organizer
___ Researcher supports student in filing out graphic organizer (researcher writes what
student says and encourages them to use self-talk/helps them when they are stuck)
___ Researcher supports student in using the graphic organizer to write the essay
(researcher writes what student says and encourages them to use self- talk/helps them
when they are stuck)
Step 3: Graph the essay
___ Researcher presents the rockets graphs and asks the student how many points their
essay should receive (for each part of TREE used)
___ Researcher or student fills in parts of graph on Zoom, student may fill them in on
their own paper copy
Step 4: Assessment
___ Researcher asks student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
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___ Researcher shows two prompt options and reads each one out loud
___ Student chooses which one they want to write about and it is displayed
___ Researcher asks student to write a persuasive essay
___ Student is given as much time as they need to write
Step 5: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Remind them of the next meeting time
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FIDELITY CHECKLIST FOR LESSON 5

Lesson 5 (Writing an Essay Independently)
Step 1: Review POW + TREE mnemonics
___ Researcher shows POW mnemonic and asks student what POW stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
___ Researcher shows TREE mnemonic and asks student what TREE stands for
___ Student says what they remember, researcher fills in gaps
Step 2: Student uses POW + TREE to write
___ Researcher introduces the prompt and asks student to lead writing the essay
___ Researcher guides student in creating a TREE graphic organizer on lined paper
___ Researcher supports student in filing out graphic organizer (researcher writes what
student says)
___ Researcher supports student in using the graphic organizer to write the essay
(researcher writes what student says)
Step 3: Graph the essay
___ Researcher presents the rockets graphs and asks the student how many points their
essay should receive (for each part of TREE used)
___ Researcher or student fills in parts of graph on Zoom, student may fill them in on
their own paper copy
Step 4: Assessment
___ Researcher asks student to pick a number (i.e., 1-5)
___ Researcher shows two prompt options and reads each one out loud
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___ Student chooses which one they want to write about and it is displayed
___ Researcher asks student to write a persuasive essay
___ Student is given as much time as they need to write
Step 5: Wrap-up
___ Praise the student for writing/working hard/etc.
___ Remind them of the next meeting time
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PERSUASIVE ESSAY TOPIC BANK

1. Should children be able to choose their own bedtime or curfew?
2. Should children have to do chores at home?
3. Should students be allowed to eat during class?
4. Should students have to go to school in the summer?
5. Should teachers be allowed to assign homework to students?
6. Should children be allowed to eat whatever they want?
7. Should parents be able to decide who their children’s friends are?
8. Should children be able to choose what television shows they watch?
9. Should children be able to choose what video games they play?
10. Should students be allowed to bring their pets to school?
11. Should children be allowed to stay home alone?
12. Should children be allowed to drive?
13. Should children be allowed to vote?
14. Should doctors have to help everyone?
15. Should students have to learn a second language in school?
16. Should children get paid for having good grades?
17. Should students go to school at night, instead of during the day?
18. Should people wear helmets when they ride bikes?
19. Should students be required to wear school uniforms?
20. Should students be allowed to use their phones in school?
21. Should students get to choose where they sit in class?
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22. Should students be able to decide how they write an essay?
23. Should students be able to choose whether they type or write an essay?
24. Should people wear seatbelts when they ride in cars?
25. Should children get an allowance for doing chores?
26. Should children get to decide whether they have younger siblings?
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APPENDIX B
SRSD MATERIALS

SELF-STATEMENTS SHEET
TREE GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS
TREE GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR OLDER STUDENTS
ROCKETS GRAPH FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS
ROCKETS GRAPH FOR OLDER STUDENTS
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SELF-STATEMENTS SHEET
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TREE GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS
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TREE GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR OLDER STUDENTS
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ROCKETS GRAPH FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS
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ROCKETS GRAPH FOR OLDER STUDENTS

